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Principal’s Message:
It is so hard to believe that one year ago (this month) began the crazy global

pandemic world that we are still experiencing. I recall that Friday, March 13, 2020

I completed my parent's weekly message and sent it out after 4:30 because I had

been in meetings all afternoon about schools closing for two weeks. I remember

the emotions I felt as I clicked send for the email and gathered the materials I

thought I would need for the next two weeks. I teared up as I left school that

day thinking to myself, “I can’t believe that we aren’t coming back for two weeks.”

Two weeks turned into three months with so much change and uncertainty. While

it’s had its challenges, I’m so glad that we have been able to have our students and

staff in school for this school year. There have been so many modifications and

changes this year to how school “normally” operates, but we are so grateful to see

a light at the end of this long tunnel, and we are looking forward to what I hope to

be a productive spring and exciting reopening of school in the 2021-22 school year!

Speaking of the new school year, Kindergarten registration began on February 8th

and the process of planning for next year's classrooms will begin in May. This

process involves many hours on behalf of a team of classroom teachers, special

education teachers, the reading consultant, math coach and the school principal.

This team works together to create classrooms that are academically and socially

well balanced.

One aspect of this planning is parent/guardian input. By completing a 2021 – 2022
Class Placement form, parents/guardians may provide information about their child

that they feel would be relevant concerning consideration for class placement.

Examples may include academic, behavioral, psychological, or physical needs.

Parent/guardian input will be considered by the team as overall decisions are made

regarding next year's classes. Although parents/guardians may have an individual

teacher preference, no specific teacher's name should appear on this or any other

request. These forms will be available at the beginning of April and due by the

end of April. More information will be forthcoming regarding the parent input



forms and the transition activities being planned for our incoming Kindergarten

students as well as our Gr. 5 students who will be heading off to TE.

I hope you are enjoying the longer and warmer days!! Yay...Spring is right around

the corner.

Fondly, Michelle Dixon

Kindergarten
Hello Kindergarten Families!
We are having a fantastic year!  It is almost Spring and conferences are
upon us. Please sign up to share goals, focus areas and updates of your
kiddo!  They have so much to be proud of!  In our Readers  and Writers
Workshops, we are working on exploring nonfiction books and learning the
many different features of nonfiction texts.  Students are choosing animals
to learn about, research and teach each other.  Pebble Go is a fabulous
nonfiction library resource we have been using as we grow as learners.  In
our Math Workshop, we are working with 3-D shapes. We are mastering
the many attributes of solid shapes:  names, sides, faces, and
vertices/corners.  In Science, we are exploring how the sun warms the
Earth's surface, how shadows are cooler and the sun warms and melts the
snow.  It is fun to ask questions and learn about our weather!  Spring is
amazing in kindergarten!



First Grade
How is life different in cultures around the world? We have so much in common but the
homes we live in, food we eat, clothes we wear, and schools we go to look different
depending on where we live. Students in first grade have been learning what life is like
on planet Earth and its seven different continents! We completed a globe project as we
read about life around the world.

We’ve also celebrated Black History Month by completing our own research projects on
famous black inventors, scientists, singers, athletes, civil rights leaders, and lawyers!
You’ll be able to read about Phyllis Wheatley, Thurgood Marshall, Marian Anderson,
George Washington Carver, and more as you walk past our classrooms!

In math, we completed a new unit. We learned to measure with non-standard
measurement. We ordered objects by size and compared objects to our own height.
We’re really beginning to understand how measurement can help us better understand
the things around us. We’ve just started a new unit in which we are learning to solve
change unknown addition and subtraction problems. We love the challenge!

We’re also learning so much in science, social studies, and health! Light and sound,
continents, map skills, understanding feelings, how to be safe at home, at school, and in
our communities, and so much more!!

Second Grade
February has been an awesome month for all of our second graders! We celebrated
the 100th day of school by writing about the different things we would do at 100
years old. We had a lot of fun thinking about what we would look like and even
dressing up like we were 100 years old for the day!



In reading, we are wrapping up our unit on exploring nonfiction texts. The second
graders have become experts on teaching others about facts they’ve learned from
their books. The students are even able to identify the author’s purpose for writing
different kinds of books: to entertain us, to inform us, or to persuade us to do
something.

We are transitioning into a brand new reading unit focusing on fairy tales and
fables. Students will be able to identify the elements in classic fairy tales like the
good and evil characters and the magic throughout the story. Then, the students will
get to create their own fairy tales! We are excited to have the students share these
fairy tales with their classes!

Third Grade
February may be the shortest month of the year but third grade has packed in lots of
great learning! Third graders are becoming quite the multiplication masters. We are
becoming more fluent with our facts every day! We have put these multiplication skills
into practice by solving real world problems, like baking blueberry mu�ns and
planning a family reunion. Speaking of families, we spent time in health learning about
what makes our families unique. We will continue to use this to inspire us with our
new science unit all about traits and life cycles! In literacy, we really enjoyed our
magical time spent in the world of fairy tales, folktales and fables. We learned from
many wonderful authors and published our own fractured versions of fairy tales with
lifelike characters and important morals!



Fourth Grade
Reading:
Fourth graders have traveled back in time to learn all about Colonial America. They
have been applying their nonfiction reading skills such as summarizing, identifying the
main idea and details, and inferring to learn about the thirteen colonies. They are
currently working with partners to research one colony and to create a presentation.
Next week students will teach their classmates about their colony.

Writing:
The kids have been reading and analyzing strong opinion pieces. They’ve identified that
a strong opinion essay has eight essential elements: an opinion or thesis statement,
three reasons, supporting examples such as facts or mini stories for each reason and
an ending where there is a call to action. Also, students set meaningful and actionable
goals to improve their writing and to help them self regulate as they write.This upcoming
week, students will begin planning their own opinion essays. We can't wait to share their
essays once they are done! Their essays are going to be so convincing that you might
even be persuaded to get a new pet, let your child stay up later or even let them take up
a new sport!

Fifth Grade
Fifth graders have been busy with all areas of the curriculum.  We began new units in
math, humanities, and science.

Our focus in math has been on multiplying and dividing decimals by decimals.  We have
learned a variety of strategies to help us understand this process.  We have utilized
base 10 blocks and tape diagrams to help us visualize patterns.  We have also utilized
open arrays and grids.  We found patterns in placing the decimal point.  We learned
partial products for division.  All of these tools helped us see what actually happens
when you multiply and divide decimals by decimals.

In reading, we have been working in our fourth unit, which is a non-fiction unit.  We have
been reading a variety of non-fiction books to reinforce the importance of building
background knowledge.  We have focused on topic specific vocabulary to build our



knowledge as well.  We continue to read every day, both in class and at home, in a
Good Fit Book to increase our skills as readers.

Our writing work has emphasized non-fiction writing. We are working toward a research
project on an environmental issue or other topic. We have studied a variety of mentor
texts to build our capacity in non-fiction.  We are working on strategies to take notes.
Our writing complements the work we are doing in reading so that we are zeroing in on
the same concepts in our non-fiction reading.

We can’t forget the importance of grammar and spelling in our daily work.  We have
focused on irregular plurals and superlatives.  We have also worked with dropping the
final e on a word before adding ing or ed.

Our new science unit is Space Systems.  We have watched videos and looked at slides
all emphasizing what happens to planet Earth and the Sun in space.  We made
observations about star trails.  We also viewed a simulation showing how the Earth
spins around the Sun in the sky.  We explored the phenomena of the Sun appearing to
move across the sky. We also worked on IXL to reinforce the newly learned concepts.

Last week, each 5th grade classroom hosted a google meet with Detective Kevin Geraci
from the South Windsor Police Department.  Detective Geraci spoke to the students
about internet safety.  He shared ways for the children to be online but remain safe and
make choices that protect themselves.   It was a very valuable experience for all
involved.

The 5th graders also completed a survey for their 5th grade yearbook.  Mrs.
Ajithaprasad and Mrs. Kania are hard at work making this an awesome keepsake for
the 5th grade children.  5th grade parents, please be sure you are uploading photos
following the directions that were shared in Seesaw.

As you can see, we are working hard in all academic areas.  We look forward to moving
toward the end of the year and all the exciting units that are upcoming.



Specials:  Library Media  Updates from Mrs. LaRock!
Our second learning cycle has begun and we are exploring some exciting topics and

creative activities in the library media center!

Kindergarten:  Kindergartners are learning about narrative nonfiction, and reading

some wonderful books that teach facts about different topics but are told like a story!

Two favorites so far are Hey Water! by Antoinette Portis and Do Not Lick This Book by

Iden Ben-Barak.

First Grade:  First graders are going through the steps of research together:  we are

choosing a topic, writing all the questions we have about that topic, and then using

different sources (books on the chosen topic, and the website PebbleGo) to answer our

questions.  Then we organize our information.  The first class chose to research the

moon, and wrote/illustrated a beautiful book with many facts about the moon!

Second Grade:  Second grade starts this round learning about the different numbers

and letters on the spine labels of books, what they mean (B, GN, F, E, 567.2) and where

we can find them in the library media center.  We then move into a mini unit on

biographies and learn about some people we’ve never heard of:  Dr. Patricia Bath, Joyce

Chen, Bobbi Gibb and more!

Third Grade:  Third graders will participate in a study of children’s book awards and

read and evaluate several books that have won these awards in the past (Caldecott

--picture books, Pura Belpre--Latino writers/illustrators, Coretta Scott King--African

American writers/illustrators, Geisel--writers/illustrators for beginning readers).  They

will also get to vote for their favorite Nutmeg Nominee book at the end of April!

Fourth Grade:  Fourth graders will examine where news sources come from, discuss

“fake news” and get some practice with reading and evaluating news stories.  They will

also learn about primary sources, copyright and how to credit sources of information in

their own research projects.

Fifth Grade:  Fifth graders will learn about some amazing women and their

contributions to our world!  In groups, they will read biographies and study information

online about Zaha Hadid, Melba Liston, Mary Gerber (and more!) and teach the rest of

the class about them.  They will also learn about primary sources and get an opportunity

to record their own primary source--an oral history of life as a student during a

pandemic!



We are also looking forward to an online author visit with Elise Broach on

MARCH 15th! She has written books for all age levels--My Pet Wants a Pet, When

Dinosaurs Came with Everything, Wet Dog!, Gumption, Masterpiece, The Masterpiece

Adventures series and more!

**PLEASE CHECK YOUR HOMES FOR LIBRARY BOOKS!  WITH THE ABRUPT

SHUTDOWN LAST MARCH, MANY BOOKS NEVER MADE IT BACK TO THE

LIBRARY--IF YOU HAVE ANY PRS LIBRARY BOOKS, PLEASE SEND THEM TO

SCHOOL WITH YOUR STUDENT(S) OR DROP THEM OFF IN THE LOBBY ON

DISTANCE LEARNER PICK UP DAYS--THANK YOU!**

Important Dates:
Progress Report Electronic Distribution March 12

Teacher Professional Development (no school for students) March 16

Good Friday (no school) April 2

April vacation April 12 - 16

Michelle Dixon, principal
Lisa Lovett, secretary
Linda Futtner, clerk
Colleen Heneghan, nurse
O�ce number:  860 648-5025
PRS website: http://prs.southwindsorschools.org/home

http://prs.southwindsorschools.org/home

